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Figure S1: Individual participants’ data for the two groups of experiment 4 (“tool” group: panel A-C; 

“effect” group, panel D-F). Data from outlier participants are shown as dashed instead of solid lines. 

Panel G illustrates our criterion for labeling outliers: Histogram of individual aftereffects, averaged 

across generalization directions. Dashed, vertical lines mark 2 standard deviations from group mean 

for the CW and CCW rotation cue, respectively. Participants whose performance under at least one of 

the cues lay outside respective boundaries were labeled outliers and excluded from the main analysis.  

Supplementary figure S1 depicts individual participants’ performances for experiment 4, with the 

participants labeled outliers marked by dashed instead of solid lines. A straightforward explanation for 

these participants’ behavior is that they misunderstood or ignored the instruction that the cursor 



rotation was removed in our posttest for aftereffects. The fact that such outliers only occurred in a 

discernible quantity in experiment 4 may be rooted in minor methodological changes from the 

collection of experiment 1 and 2 to experiment 4 (e.g. different experimenters). 

However, we cannot exclude the possibility that these participants indeed learned the 

rotations differently. Assuming the aftereffects of the outliers reflect truly implicit learning, we note 

that aftereffect magnitude in these participants approaches full compensation of the 45° rotations and 

their generalization function does not appear to substantially fall off, even at 90° from the practiced 

target. This is in marked contrast to the known properties of implicit adaptation, which asymptotes 

around 20°1,2 and generalizes narrowly without offset3,4, even in single rotation practice5,6. 

Furthermore, behavior appears to differ categorically between participants, or even within 

participants between cue conditions. We therefore reason that if aftereffect in outliers are not due to 

a misinterpretation of task instructions, they likely represent learning by a separate mechanism that is 

different from canonical, sensory prediction error-driven aftereffects. A candidate mechanism would 

be the implicit acquisition of action selection tendencies. Recent experiments have highlighted that 

explicit strategies can become implicit with practice7–10. As this habituation likely relies on associative 

learning11,12 it is conceivable that the changes inspired by classical conditioning, that we made in 

experiment 4, led to such implicit action selection strategies acquired either by habituation or 

incidental learning13 in some participants.  

Importantly, whether the participants with large aftereffects misunderstood the posttest or 

learned by a different mechanism, this does not change our main conclusion that the tool or action 

effect cue did not enable dual adaptation by canonical, sensory prediction error-driven aftereffects.  
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